Engine, Gearbox and Clutch

CAUTION
We hope that this compilation of tips and articles from members of the ILOC will be of interest and useful
to all Laverda owners.
However, no endorsement, approval or recommendation of any of the contents is implied on behalf of
ILOC Club. Readers are strongly advised to seek expert advice before carrying out any mechanical
modifications
The opinions and ideas expressed in these articles are not necessarily the views of ILOC. Whilst all
reasonable effort is made lo ensure accuracy of content, no liability is accepted by the aforementioned
arising from any accident, loss or failure occasioned by its use.
Due to the long period of time over which the articles have been gathered, there may be discrepancies in
"current" information. such as prices, contacts and addresses and phone numbers. The inclusion of
names and addresses does not imply any recommendation on the part of ILOC.
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1. ENGINE REMOVAL,

by Simon Berryman/LVV l35

A very good way of removing/replacing the engine in a triple : after removing all the associated bits (i.e.
tank, exhaust, etc...), lie the bike down on its side (either side) so it's resting on an engine casing and
with a block of wood supporting the head. Remove all the engine mounting fasteners/plates and (two
man job) lift the frame from the motor, rotating it backwards slightly, to leave the motor on its side on
the floor. Refitting is usually easier and generally you won't damage the frame enamel. The usual
method of trying to maneuver the engine out of the side is a nightmare by comparison.

2. GREASY 350,

by Daniel Summers, nr.820

I thought readers might like to know about what happened when I was out on my 350 a few days ago.
While travelling between Cheltenham and Tewkesbury at night at approx. 60mph, I suddenly felt my
right leg was nice and warm! With my gloved hand. I reached down to find my knee was very slippery.
Obviously something was wrong but I had to continue my journey until some light appeared from
somewhere, which happened to be a pub. The bike and myself were absolutely covered in engine oil.
On examining the bike I found that one of the rubber grommets had blown off the cylinder head rocker
cover and having been a Laverda owner for only six months, I did not know quite what to think, but I
made a temporary repair with some rag and plastic and with my left hand holding in the temporary
grommet I managed to get home.
Next morning. I phoned Cropredy Motorcycles and a very helpful lady promised to put a new grommet
in the post, which she did, with a note saying that she had consulted the technical people and they said
that this kind of thing had happened before and went on to say I should look at the breather valve of the
engine where I would find a little rubber ball which, if necessary, I should remove. Naturally, I took off
the little aluminum thing which contained the rubber ball and had great difficulty getting it out. When I
eventually did manage, the ball was swollen, cracked and completely out of shape and so the reason the
grommet had blown off became obvious. Pressure had built up inside the engine and it couldn't
breathe. I took the breather without the ball and fitted the new rubber grommet and needless to say,
the bike is now all right.
I am soon, however, to take it for its 3,000 mile service and hope they will soon get the problem sorted
out.
I do therefore urge members to check on their pressure so that they do not get soaked in oil. as I did!

3. SPLIT LINKS AND COPPER WASHERS, TRIPLES, a cautionary tale from Tim
Rojek/LVV 117
I realise that quite a few triple owners who have owned their bikes a while already know how to break
their cam pillars. I also know there must be quite a few who don't, so here is how it's done.
First of all you remove the cam cover to adjust the cam chain. If the cam cover gasket is very flattened,
when you put the cam cover back on the Allen screws will be too long. The cam pillars to which the
cover affixes are not threaded, they have a steel nut cast into a blind hole. If the gasket is too
compressed, the Allen screws will bottom in the holes. The screws will be tight but the cover will leak oil
(lots).
If at this point you say to yourself I’ll just give them another turn and see if it stops leaking there will be
tears before bedtime. The screws, having bottomed in the holes, are not pulling the cover down, they
are pushing the nut up! If you continue to tighten, you will break the top of the cam pillar right off. You
MUST check to see if the Allen screws are bottoming—if they are, either a new cam cover gasket is
required or you might have lost the copper washer off the screw. I did not realise how important those
little copper washers are,..I do now!
To check whether the screw is bottoming, I put a little blob of thick grease on the end of the screw and
carefully screwed it in finger tight, when it is taken out the grease is still there it can't be bottoming.
Don't forget that the gasket will compress. This must all seem terribly obvious to the more technicallyminded, but it is an easy way to injure your beloved and cost yourself some money if you are not
careful.
If for whatever reason, you have to split the cam chain, do what the manual says— ALWAYS use a new
split link. A member of long standing told me recently that he tried re-using one. A while later an odd
noise started to come from the engine. When he stripped the engine down the spring clip was laying in
two halves at the bottom of the crankcase! Amazingly enough the chain did not part, so he was saved
the cost of an expensive blow-up.
It does not pay to cut corners. Split links and copper washers don't seem like much, but if you skimp on
them you may end up paying a much higher price.
Peter Porter adds :
On a triple, file the cam tensioner blade if it projects above the top face of the head (Take It out first
though, eh? - ed.) It can stop the cam cover sitting flat on its gasket.

4. 500 Twins, Camshaft Bearing Modification, Reprinted from Classic Mechanics
Laverda are a recent addition to the ranks of classic machinery, but there is no doubt that they qualify.
The Jota will surely go down as one of the most exciting, if not frightening bikes of all time, and the 750
SF, considered by many to be the Italian answer to the Commando has a strong following thanks to its
solid performance and sound design. Later bikes include a whole range of 500 twins and even a rare
350. Sporting names like Alpina, Alpino and Montjuic are bikes which require non-essentials, like the
rider's brains, to be left safely in a bucket under the sink. On the race track the Montjuic is a familiar
sight, usually close to the front of its class. Racers of all types remove the balancer gear which otherwise
tends to auto-eject, fortunately without slowing the bike down too much. Apart from this there appears
to be only one major weakness.
It's the business of the camshafts hinted at in a recent article on bevel gear alignment (Classic Mechanics
Spring '84). My local Italian bike specialist, Ian Smail at Unit 2, Ashfleld Place, St.Paul's, Bristol, pointed
out the problem on the engine shown in the pictures. This is one of those roller-bearing units where the
oil is provided mainly to wash away debris and unwanted heat, the high pressures required for white
metal plain bearings are unnecessary and a steady flow is what is provided. Honda once raced an all
roller-bearing car engine which showed about 8psi of pressure at 8,000rpm. and it wasn't lubrication
failure that beat them.
Trouble in this type of flow system occurs when a bearing needing any sort of pressure is included, the
flow more or less stops dead. Velocette (of course) developed a solution to this snag when they needed
to run plain bearings for the rockers of their pushrod singles. They put calibrated restrictors on all the oil
delivery holes including the cam spray jets and produced a lubrication system for the M-series engine
that is above criticism. A lot of the oil gets outside of the engine but critical areas like the cams just don't
seem to be subject to wear. You can imagine how many happy hours the Velocette lads spent tuning all
those hole sizes! It is easy then to understand why the modern solution of generating a huge pressure
and dumping any oil that cannot make it to a bearing through a relief valve set at around 100 psi is so
popular. All a pressure system needs is pressure.

Laverda use a flow system to lubricate their roller-bearing 500’s but support the outboard ends of the
twin camshafts in plain bearings. Apparently the very first Alpinas were fitted with needle rollers
running direct on the cams but the plain bearing rapidly superseded it and has since been fitted to all
variants of this motor. Laverda have a little less experience than Velocette and oil starvation of these
plain bearings does occur. At best this will overheat the cams and cause accelerated wear to the outer
lobes; at worst it trashes the cams, the bearings, and a few buckets, whilst dumping quantities of high
tensile debris into the rest of the engine.
The problem is more common in road machines than racers which spend most of their operating life at.
or above the safe rev limit. Road machines sitting in traffic and circulating hot oil tend not to generate
the pressure necessary to get oil through these four bearings, which are a long way from the pump and
right at the top of the motor.
It is possible to increase the oil pump output until the whole system pressurizes sufficiently to feed
these bearings but this would require a huge supply and would probably result in a lot of oil leaks and
smoky exhausts. It is more sensible to revert to the 75O SF practice and fit roller-bearings instead of
plain; pressure is no longer required and oil will flow satisfactorily.
lan's modification involves fitting needle rollers into unmodified housings and running a sleeve on the
end of the camshafts which have to be ground to size. As you can see from the photos there is still
plenty of meat left. The big advantage with modifying the camshafts is that they can be easily removed
from the engine and posted to Ian, who reckons on a 14 day turnaround. There is a charge of £65 for the
top end of the engine in question. The camshaft tips are sleeved and run a complete kit, not a needle
rollers, which bear on the original, unmodified housing.
insignificant sum but a price that

compares very favorably with that of a pair of cams and a set of buckets and bearings, not to mention
the business of shoveling out all that gravel.
Interestingly, the motor in the picture is one of the scarce 350s and the modification was carried out
after an attempt at auto-destruction had been nipped In the bud. The ends of the cams had just started
to discolour, as far in as the first lobe. Now the motor has run long enough to show that hardness was
not lost and normal wear patterns have been restored. I doubt if you could get much closer to an
expensive disaster than that.

5. Triple CAMSHAFTS,

by Nick Juden. nr.2913/LVV 161

Have you checked your camshafts for free rotation as per the manual and found them to be tight? If you
have, do not assume that you have the dreaded collapsing cam pillar disease. There are at least 4 other
possible reasons, as follows :
1 / Check that the camshafts are straight—both of mine were bent and it was very quick and
inexpensive to have them straightened. This then cured the exhaust camshaft.
2/ Check the condition of the locating shoulders on the pillars and the corresponding locating slots on
the head. Mine were a bit chewed up from previous abuse so I cleaned them up a bit to make sure that
they could seat properly. Note that removing metal unnecessarily will lead to a lack of precision and
possible hassles later on.
3/ If still tight, have you (or some previous person) mixed up the pillars? Try swapping them around, but
note the position of the oil drillings!!!. These must be all set so the oil hole is facing the cam bucket and
with the oil hole closest to the spark plug galleries.
4/ If this doesn't help you might have one rogue pillar that is from a different bike entirely. This seemed
to be true in my case. I found that one was definitely not as tall as the rest of the set and I proceeded to
shim it up. This took ages but it did work, and on subsequent checking it is still fine. I used steel shim,
not brass, and I made large U-shaped shims that cannot fall out of position. Do not use little bits of shim,
because they will not all be nipped up and some of them will escape into your engine! Make sure that
you do not obstruct the oil flow up the cylinder stud hole—make the shim(s) a generous size.
I hope that this will save some members the expense of a new set of pillars when the problem might be
fixed very cheaply.

6. 500 CYLINDER HEAD,

from C.C.Broomfield

I was somewhat surprised to find in a previous issue of LVV that the head torque is in fact 5kgm and not
2.5kgm as stated in the workshop manual. I have, however, discovered that even torquing them to
2.5kgm can cause the camshaft bearings to seize due to the caps crushing and have had the front righthand bush nip-up.
Fortunately the damage was slight and after getting a tow home I was able to rectify the problem. A test
made to the BMF on the following day proved it to be okay.
I have stripped the bike completely during last Winter to have the frame stoved. Also, while the engine
was out I replaced the head gasket, which had a slight weep and shimmed the valve clearances. I found
that the head would not budge. This was due to burring of the cylinder head on the two long studs that
do not double as cam bearing cap retainers. To prevent this happening again I have opened out the top
part of the hole very slightly. The pressure of the spacer on the aluminum had caused it to burr into the
threads of the stud. I am a bit worried that the increased torque will cause the cam bearings to crush
even more. I have been a qualified motor fitter now for 10 years and do all my own work. I would like to
hear any suggestions on this problem, especially from Laverda themselves.
I am pleased with the performance of the bike and glad I chose this particular model and to read that
most people choose Laverda for the same reasons as myself. I certainly feel no Japanese 1000, let alone
500, could live with the Montjuic on most roads due to its fine handling and performance. I also agree
completely with the recommendations for tyres in the magazine. The Gordons, in pairs, absolutely
transform the handling.
Problem Solved
by Brian Farmer. Engineer, Slater Bros.
The cause of cam bearing crush has nothing to do with head torque.
I assume that your engine is fitted with the later modified bushes as opposed to roller bearings. Each
cam bearing cap is numbered and MUST be fitted in its appropriate position. Not only this but the caps
that fit over them should not be used on the others. These pressed steel plates are individually ground
at the factory to be a perfect fit on each bearing locating "flat". There should be around 0.025mm gap
between locating plate and bearing flat. Also make sure every bearing is replaced with the relevant cap.
When fitting new bearings, always fit new locating caps and adjust the cap AT BOTH SIDES of the cap by
carefully filing or grinding away metal from the locating cap. Bearing caps should always fit hard against
the cylinder head with no "rock", i.e. without any "nip" as on a shell bearing big-end cap.

7. TWINS, 500 CC TORQUE SETTINGS
This technical tip is taken from an old issue of LW—which one I don't know and who wrote it is a
mystery to me!
For those of you who perform your own servicing and repairs, here is some invaluable information.
The Laverda workshop manual states that cylinder head torque for 500cc models is 2.5 kg.m. (16.5
ft.lb.). This is in fact incorrect. The correct setting is 3.5 kg.m. (28.5 ft.lb.) and the head nuts should be
tightened as in the sequence below:
REAR:

5–1–3-7

FRONT:

8–4–2-6

When removing the cylinder head, the reverse should apply, i.e. undo nut nr.8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, I in a crisscross fashion in order to keep pressure even.
I have checked the above information out with a 500 specialist and he has confirmed that the
information is correct.

8. TRIPLES CYLINDER HEAD,

by Kevin Savage

Laverda cylinder heads are basic in design and beefy. Two basic styles have been used. The majority
utilise an all steel combustion chamber that is permanently affixed by placing the combustion chamber
shells (popularly called "skulls") in the casting mould and pouring the molten aluminum around these
shells in the casting process. This is not a' better' design than an all aluminum head, but is a
manufacturing expedient to eliminate two subsequent machining operations.
To my way of thinking, the rare all-aluminum cylinder head is superior. This design eliminated the
shells/skulls and instead, individual steel valve seats were press-fitted into the aluminum combustion
chamber. Being all aluminum the heat transmission to the surface metal is faster. This keeps the
combustion chamber temperature down, lowering the chance of detonation. To its detriment, should
detonation or pre-ignition occur, the softer, all-aluminum chamber will erode more quickly than an all
steel chamber. For all practicality, both style heads work equally well in street applications.
For racing purposes some engine builders prefer the steel skull design since it allows almost any oversize
valves to be fitted by simply hogging out the ports and re-machining a new, larger valve seat. Perry
Bushong (owner: BMW of Fort Worth, Texas) campaigns a Lav Triple with the above modified cylinder
head (along with MANY other race mods) and has won Open Superbike in his division for two seasons!!
Very early heads had hollow steel tubes and these were called locating pins or dowels inserted into the
head. These tubes were used to position the cam bearing blocks for proper alignment. It was discovered
that the pins weakened the cam bearing blocks since a hole had to be machined into the blocks to
accept the pins. Ham-fisted mechanics, by over tightening the securing nuts atop the blocks, could crack
the bearing blocks at their bases.

The next series of head did away with the pins and machined holes allowing the cams and head studs to
align the blocks. A third style was designed with machined-in grooves. These grooves mated with
grooves cut into the bases of the cam bearing blocks. This system finally aligned and located the blocks
adequately. Even this system had its 'Achilles heel' though. It is susceptible to damage during assembly.
Upon replacing the cam bearing blocks, extreme caution must be used to ensure that the grooves align
before LIGHTLY tapping the blocks down to bed them. The edges of the machining (on the head) are
sharp enough to cut paper, fingers and knuckles too and will shave away metal from the cam-block
mating grooves. The shavings will deny the cam-block from firmly bedding into the head. This then will
allow a rocking action as the block is snugged down during torquing. Never ever attempt to bed the
bearing blocks via torquing. To do so will guarantee that the bearing blocks will be shaved. If the blocks
don't fully bed by tapping with a small plastic mallet, remove the block and inspect the mating grooves
for metal mauled up in the mating grooves. Sometimes it can be picked out with an awl. Most times
careful dressing of the grooves with a whetstone will rid it of the shavings.
Not much can be said about the cams themselves aside from some heat treatment problems by the
factory. The cam bearing surfaces on all but early-issue have grooves cut to help carry oil around the
bearing block during start up, when the oil is cold and viscous. On all factory cams there is at least one
and usually three dimples stamped into the top of each cam lobe. These indentations are wear
indicators. Upon very close inspection (some of you may need to use a magnifying glass), if marks
cannot be found, the cam is worn out. The aforementioned dimples are only to a depth equal to the
thickness of the case-hardened surface. This surface is achieved by exposing the lobes to a carbon-rich
packing in conjunction with heat. If conditions are not correct, i.e. temperature too high or soak time
too long, embrittlement of the surface will take place— resulting in flaking of the surface as the lobes
impact the tappets (buckets). If this pitting is severe enough, it will chew up the tappet surface. This
tearing action continues back and forth until both are destroyed. If the lobe receives too little heat
treatment it is considered 'soft'. Soft cam lobes wear out very quickly and tend to lose the rounded tip
to a battered series of angles or flats. Left alone, these flats bang into the tappet face. Though itself
surface hardened, given enough hammering impacts the tappet will be destroyed.
Laverda as well as everyone else, have made some improperly-treated cams. My 1200 came with a set
of cams that were too soft. At 6,500 miles the exhaust self-destructed; the intake took another 1,500
miles to go south. Bad cams will usually destroy themselves and the buckets in five to ten thousand
miles. Inspect the cam lobes on any bike for the first 5,000-7,000 miles and, on bikes known to have a
history of cam trouble, to a full 10,000 miles. Rule of thumb is if they last 10,000 miles without wear,
they'll go 60,000-100,000 miles before replacement. This is assuming that you stay on top of your valve
adjustments and change the oil frequently. When selecting oil, look for the best performance type and
not just the most expensive. In the US the best oil is Kendall GFI turbo oil. I use 20w50 Spring and Fall
and straight 50 weight in mid Summer, "redline" brand synthetic is actually superior in its weight, but
currently does not have a detergent additive package for street use. They are supposed to be marketing
the 50 weight in a street use application later on in the year.
Reference: Constant oil leakage around the cambox cover gasket

If after snugging up the cover bolts tight you still get leakage, add another copper spacer under each
bolt. If that doesn't stop the leak, remove the cambox cover and inspect both the head studs and
interior of the cambox for rubbing. Sometimes the head studs—long and short studs—are not screwed
in far enough. The tips can then contact the cambox and prevent the gasket from sealing. To test, dab
white paint on each stud, replace and tighten fully down the cambox cover. Remove the cover and
inspect the interior for paint transfer. If transfer is evident, screw in the offending studs further. The
gasket should seal. Camboxes can magnify internal sounds making it seem the trouble is 'up top'. A good
example would be if the rear cam chain tensioner blades wear towards their lower tip end and then
'walk' to the left, eventually rubbing on the inside run of the cam chain. If you detect a high pitch whine,
pull out the rear blade and inspect the raised centre section near the lower tip to see if the edges are
chewed, and if they are. then that is the source of the whine. Don't overtighten the tensioner: a 'loose'
10 mm total movement is suitable. If the blade doesn't last 10,000 miles, it's too tight. The whine will
sound as if it's' sitting on the cams'. Obviously, in this case it's not.
Cylinder heads must be retorqued after initial reassembly. Everyone knows that's right?....But when??
Here is the re-torquing procedure used by a knowledgeable machinist/metallurgist and race engine
builder. Perform the initial torquing during reassembly to factory specification. Start the motor and run
for two minutes. Shut off the motor and allow the engine to go stone cold. Retorque the head bolts.
Take the bike for a brisk 50-100 mile ride. Never stop long enough to let the motor go cold. Once back
home, drain the oil as soon as you've parked. This is to rid the motor of any swarf left in the "head
during repair-machining (i.e. valve jobs, head decking, etc.). Refill with fresh oil. Allow the motor to go
stone cold and AGAIN retorque the head bolts. That's it.
The head gasket is now fully compressed and the cylinder head should not need retorquing again.
Subsequent cam removal for changing valve shims will not cause a repeat performance since you are
not removing all the head bolt nuts.
Due to the weight of the valves and buckets and the wimpy springs (they bind up with only 150 Ib.
pressure!), rev limits must be adhered to. 7,500 rpm should be absolute shift point if you want the
motor to live a long life. The springs can't control valve train separation at 8,000+ rpm even though the
engine will still make power at this rpm. The technology and metallurgy used in these motors is not
state-of-the-art. If I was interested in racing my Lav, I would not put it on the track without changing to
hollow-stem dished valves, heavy duty springs, titanium retainers and special thin-walled buckets. The
OEM parts are too overweight to rev.
More on valves
After a fresh valve job check the valve tappet clearance at time of assembly, again at 100 miles, then at
500 and 1,000 miles. Valve clearances will commonly continue to close up for the first 1,50O miles after
a valve Job. All Lav owners should have their own set of shims and a micrometer for this work. Checking
and adjusting valve clearances is not at all difficult and seems critical for the continued good health of
Lav cams, tappets and valves. Since it is virtually impossible to attain exact factory-specified clearances
using shims, rule of thumb is if you don't have a shim size that will give exact factory clearance or, if

after calculation you find that the Indicated shim size does not exist, use the next THINNER shim size.
Always lean towards too much clearance rather than too little. A properly adjusted Lav valve train and
cam chain is not noisy. Actually. BMW twins generate more valve train noise!

9. 1200 TORQUE SETTINGS,

by C.A.Phillips, nr.1052

I have run a '79 Mirage since last November and am extremely pleased despite a dropped valve and
broken gearbox spring on my way back from France in August.
However, in the July/August issue C.C.Broomfield had trouble with head torque settings. I also have had
this. After replacing the head gasket and torqueing to 2.5 kg.m. the joint wept, a look at the manual at
Cropredy Motorcycles showed 3.5 kg.m. Torqued to the new figure it is no trouble.
I have just changed chain and sprockets. Stensons Bikes, Derby allow 15% discount to club members. I
obtained a gearbox sprocket for about £17 from them, an alloy rear sprocket was bought from Spondon
Engineering for £12 and most interestingly, a Tsubaki 630 HSC chain from Derby Bearings for £26. Derby
Bearings do not recommend "O" ring chain as the seals perish and break up in cold weather.
Update; It is better to run all Laverda's on the 530 Chain size as the larger 630 Chain has a tendency to
eat away at the rear Engine cases and top of the frame cross bar. Added benefit of the 530 Chain is
better power transmission as the power loss caused by running any chain is lower with the smaller
chain. You will also find it runs quite as well.

10. TRIPLES, HEAD TORQUING,

by Kevin Savage, LOC USA

I had a major cylinder head renovation done on my 180° triple this past Spring. After remounting the
head on a fresh head gasket and properly torquing it (25.3ft.lb.) my bike experienced oil leakage at the
head gasket in the area of the forward (exhaust) cam chain tunnel. No amount of periodic retorquing or
ancillary nut tightening would reduce the sloppy mess. In speaking to a local mechanic for a Lav dealer, I
was informed that a substantial oil leak was not uncommon at this spot. To ensure against potential
leakage after reassembly this fellow always runs a bead of gasket compound around both sides of the
cutout for the forward cam chain tunnel and around the hole for the short head stud (which lies forward
of the cam chain tunnel).
Ed's Note; The importance of correctly torquing the cylinder head cannot be overemphasised. Mick Hart
recommends 28 ft.lb. for triples. Your problem is probably due to previous heavy handedness on the
ancillary nuts (which only require 'nipping up') causing local distortion of the head/barrel joint. Refacing
is the answer: no Laverda should ever need gasket compound here! Retorque head after 500 miles; also
check valve clearances. On the latter point, ensure that they never come below factory spec; tight gaps
cost power and burnt valves/seats cost money!

11. PROBLEMS WITH THE TRIPLE CAM CHAIN TENSIONER, by Al Flood, nr.498
A number of triples have had their cam chain tensioner blades break at the point where the tensioner
wheel presses against the blade. The lower half of the blade falls into the bottom of the engine and
slides back into the gearbox. It obstructs the selector drum, making it difficult (or even impossible) to get
into first gear. This is the symptom noticed by the owner.
The upper half of the blade rests on the cam chain and after a time (over 500 miles) the broken end
becomes combed and the teeth of this comb remove the spring link from the cam chain. The cam chain
parts, valves and pistons meet, etc. etc....
The cause of this problem is not known but is believed to be over tightening of the tensioner. The
correct tension is 5mm up and 5mm down from the central position, i.e. 10mm in total. Err on the slack
side and do not overtighten, and then slacken off as this may cause a crack in the blade.
I would be interested to know if it is possible to remove the broken part of the tensioner blade from the
gearbox without stripping the engine. I think it should come out either through the oil filter hole, or
more likely through the gearbox side cover. Moral If you have trouble getting into first gear, remove the
cam chain tensioner adjuster mechanism from the back of the cylinder block and use a small screwdriver
to feel if the tensioner blade is complete. If it isn't, replace it immediately or you may have a very
expensive rebuild coming up.
As a follow up to the above John Brockman. nr.327. added the following.
The broken tensioner blade does not always interfere with any gear selection. On my engine, the broken
blade was only discovered whilst removing the cylinder head in order to fit a new gasket. After
recovering from the shock, I removed the selector cover, the gearbox side cover, the oil filter and the
cam chain guide pedestal. On removing the gearbox side cover I found that the tensioner blade would
be too wide to come through the small holes in the gearbox side. Using a very powerful magnet I was
able to lure the broken blade from the gearbox area to the cam chain guide hole in the bottom of the
crankcase. The two halves of the blade were compared to see if any material was still inside the engine
and the crankcase flushed out. No problem!
It must have been my lucky day!

12. HYDRAULIC LOCK-UP,

from Hal Kendal, LOG USA

Contrary to Graham Brown's statement in LVV 67, Laverda conrods do not break! Earlier this year,
shortly after I had acquired additional upper crankcase ventilation and total loss of lubrication systems, I
contacted Moto Laverda. My left con rod had ceased its conventional function and the piston had
decided to remain clutching the underside of the combustion chamber. Laverda's response was that
they could not assist with replacements as their conrods do not break. If they did they would!

My Laverda mechanic, Perry Bushong told of another triple that had shed its conrod at low rpm. Mine
let go at 4,500 rpm with only 11,000 miles on the clock. That is three in short order that do not break.
According to Perry, mine had developed an "S" shape such as may happen if the piston hydrauliced.
Hydraulic lock is caused by petrol entering the combustion chamber as raw fuel, not as a gaseous
mixture. In Perry's case he had been successfully racing his machine earlier that day. He came into the
pits and for some reason could not stand the bike upright. It was leaned over. His mechanic failed to
notice petrol running out of the carb. He tried to start the machine to get it warm for the next race. It
would not start. So, with the help of a few attendants it was push started. It fired and clunked—two
clunks, actually. It was stripped down and the con rod was found in the classic "S" shape, the result of an
hydraulic lock-up.
In my case, on occasion I tilt the outfit over on its left side to work on the machine. In this position, it is
possible for petrol to get into the combustion chamber. For hydraulic lock to occur, the exhaust valve
must be closed and the inlet valve open at the same time that fuel is trying to get into the cylinder. It
only takes about 2 oz. of petrol for lock-up, about the same as in a float bowl.
To minimise the chance of a similar catastrophic failure happening to you, follow the guidelines outlined
below:a/ Always shut off your fuel taps before you come to rest. This will minimise the amount of fuel left in
your float bowls.
b/ if the above is not always practicable, certainly close off your fuel taps whenever you stop the engine.
c/ Routinely check float bowl needle valve seats to ensure you get positive shut-off,
d/ Routinely check fuel taps to ensure there is no leakage.
e/ If your machine ever falls over, pull off the tank and remove the plugs. Then turn the engine over
several times before replacing the plugs and attempting to start the machine. If hydraulic lock-up has
occurred, it will manifest itself as an almost dead battery. The engine will initially attempt to spin then
cease to turn; there is enough power in the starter to bend the con rod. The engine may catch if further
attempts are made. When in doubt, always follow step e/ above.
Failure under these conditions is usually not immediate. The con rod will be bent, but not broken. The
engine will continue to operate after the con rod is bent—however, the con rod is deformed and will try
to straighten itself out. Considerable stresses now occur which were not designed for and rapid failure
will most certainly occur. How rapid is not known. Certainly we are now talking in terms of miles and not
in thousands of miles. It can also fail under extremely modest load conditions (such as in my case).

Finally, a word about how Perry put my Laverda back together again. With three engines at his disposal.
Perry set down to a mix-and-match. One lousy con rod—and the engine is a total. It shoved the piston
upstairs where it stayed. The lower end kept wiping out things downstairs, such as the oil pickup galley.
It knocked out a piece of the lower piston liner and punched a hole in the upper crankcase. By
salvaging components from three engines, the only expense was for new rings—plus a large mountain
of time for Perry. With the 1200 crank, there is now almost zero vibration at any speed. Perry kept
matching the various components from all three engines until he had a near perfect blue-printed
engine. Now, let's see how long I can keep it together! Although I could not really define what occurred
to get the hydraulic lock, I do recall that on one occasion the engine failed to start. It began to turn, then
stalled. I put it down to a dead battery, so I called in the reserves and added another auto battery or
so to kick it over. I wanted to get it going. The motor turned over and we all know what happened.
Just the other day a similar thing happened. This time I made no further attempt to force the engine to
start but quickly removed the saddle, tank and the three spark plugs. I then spun the motor freely and
raw petrol came out of the left spark plug hole and also the centre hole. Of course, I had forgotten to
shut off the petrol cocks again. A large wad of string is now on order so I can keep my fingers tied but
also some new seats or a carb overhaul are next on my list.
If your engine has difficulty turning over, do not force it to do so. It may be its last

Analysis of the failure showed multiple origins (indicative of extreme stress) on Its inside curvature,
consistent with failure after bending occurred on compression stroke.

13. Further Hydraulic lockup info by Redax;
Another problem that can happen, especially with the 180 degree engines is that the crank phase can be
knocked out of phase. I have seen an 81 Jota, one owner from new, and a 77 3CL, both with one of the
outer cylinders out of phase. In the case of the 81 Jota, shown in the attached photo, No 3 cylinder was
knocked 12 ½ degrees out of phase. Look at the scribe line on the No 1 and No 2 cylinders which is true to
the centre of the Big Ends and then look at where No 3 Big End is in relation to the line. Bike continued to
run but sounded odd and was vibrating badly.
The 77 3CL had knocked No 1 cylinder out by 6 degrees, owner was not even aware it was out. Engine
was pulled for a complete rebuild and phase problem was discovered when crank was mounted in the
crank jig. Both engines still had good Conrods, perfectly straight.
The 180 engines seem to be more
susceptible to rephrasing themselves
because for one, they have thicker
heavier Conrods then the 120’s and
also, majority of the 180 cranks press
together at 2-3 ton less pressing force
then the 120’s. In general, if lock up
occurs on a 120 then you bend the
Conrod, no second chance

In the photo to the left, you can see a bent
Corsa Conrod, you need to consider the
angle of the Little End area in relation to
the rest of the Conrod, you should be able
to discern that the Conrod Little End is
leaning to the right hand side in the photo.
These 120 Conrods are getting very hard to
source so the owner was forced to rebuild
the Crankshaft using a set of Carrillo
Conrods that we had in stock.
This was an expensive mistake, all caused
by leaving the fuel taps on overnight.
Owner was very pissed as he had only
owned the bike for 6 weeks before this
happened but he knew as soon as he hit
the Starter Button what had happened.

This shot shows a Sleeve, Piston and
remaining part of a Conrod from a
1980 Jota. We are uncertain if this
was caused by hydraulic lock up but
whatever caused this problem, it was
expensive.
Motor was fresh rebuild, 750 klms on
the clock, engine revs approx 3,500 4,000 rpm, not excessive at all, engine
also gained some new top crankcase
ventilation holes.

14. 750 SF TWINS,

from Nigel Turner, NR. 1163

I bought my SF fairly cheaply because of a loud clacking noise from the cylinder head. Many people had
viewed the bike but none had taken the bait. I am a skilled mechanic by trade and that old buzz of the
unknown-you know-could be a loose bolt/camshaft/etc, so in for a penny, in for a pound.
On dismantling the head (engine on bricks, mounting bolts out, front wheel on a crate and hinge the
motor down on the two lower engine bolts) I found the left camshaft with too much end float. After the
lengthy procedure of dismantling the rocker shafts and splitting the cams I found the Woodruff key
between camshafts and sprocket had broken. The motor was de-coked and fitted with new gaskets and
a new key, started and run until the same noise returned. The left cam and flange had chattered
undersize so I drilled, dowelled and Loctited them together. The noise returned in 250 miles. WAH!
HATE! KILL! Strip motor again!
This time it wasn't the key but my dowel pin that had broken. A friend who designs high pressure
moulds offered to "metal transfer spray" the two offending components with a tungsten spark erosion
method 0.0001" at a time back to interference fit. FOR FREE. This done and new gaskets once more,
cured the problem. Lo and behold, the quietest 750 in Essex apart from the tone of the 2-into-1 exhaust.
So you can see a small bank balance can go a L—O—N—G way.

15. MAGNETIC SUMP PLUG,

by Dave Minton. LVV 113

My admiration for Steve Winterton's fine full-flow filter system for the 750 twin's lubrication system was
not matched by my pocket. And as anyone who has ever seen a 750 wire gauze 'filter' will appreciate, it
may collect the odd overwintering cockroach but precious little more. As I was about to run-in new
barrels and rings I was concerned about the circulation of all the fine swarf that would be created
through my splendid new bearings. A magnetic sump plug would do the trick but most of those
employed on cars were too big, for I wanted to mount it in the old 'filter' plate where it would also
double as a sump plug.
My local classic bike and car engineer Dan Force came to the rescue with a very compact little unit. He
aluminium-welded a threaded ring on the underside of the drain/filter plate (if it was inside the plate
the magnetic plug could not be used as a drain plug). The steel plug itself is secured in a brass nut and
protrudes far enough into the sump to attract metal ferrous swarf but safely inside the filter gauze. The
job barely notices and is as neat as you like.
Does it work? How did the bike ever survive without it? At first oil change at 360 miles a quantity of very
fine swarf approximating to the volume of ash a cigarette may lose on the average flick had to be wiped
off the magnetic sump plug end. I did remove the sump plate, for a check, but a wash in paraffin
revealed no foreign debris whatsoever. From now on it's the magnetic drain plug only, thanks.

If you are interested in the device you may find Dan (the Gentle Giant) Force at the end of his telephone
number at Leominster (01568) 611837, or by post to 58 Dishley Street, Leominster, Herefordshire HR6
8NY. The cost should be around £15.

Another method of making a Magnetic Sump plug, use original plug, purchase a magnet, drill a hole
same size as the magnet in the end, slip magnet in place, will never come out. I actually use an End Mill
to machine the hole as it has a flat bottom surface but a drill will work just as well. Magnet shown is a
rare Earth type, 10mm x 3mm.

16. 500 TWINS; LUBRICATION SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS,

by Ross Haygarth

The 500 has a very basic oiling system and as it uses needle and ball bearing races it has a low pressure,
high flow system—oil pressure is only about 24psi. On a standard road-going 500 you should change the
oil every 1,500 miles and no later. You should use the best oil you can afford; synthetic seems best,

though a few people use Castrol R40 or 30, which is still a good oil after all these years and cheap at
around £13 per gallon. I use Silkolene Pro 4. which is £24 for 5 litres. Though I had trouble with clutch
slip and others say the same, however the condition of the friction plates and springs has a lot to do
with this.
For racing purposes you need a "high flow" oil pump, which is, in fact, a triple oil pump, which has wider
gears and therefore gives more flow. You should be able to get a good, used one from one of the
dealers. Increase the bore of the centre main bearing feeds by 0.5mm/0.020" to increase feed to the
centre mains and big ends.
To prevent the cam buckets wearing or seizing in their bores you will need to machine oil traps on the
edges of the bucket bores. Unfortunately, the lubrication system to the head is very poor and all the oil
up there follows gravity back to the sump without lubing the buckets or cams etc. etc. very well.
The traps are milled in with a 6mm slot drill and it is quite simple and quick. The trap is 3mm deep when
measured from the edge of the bore and is 18mm wide and 5mm long. See diagram for detail.

Oil lies in the trap when the valve is closed. As the cam lobe depresses the bucket, the oil flows over the
edge and lubricates the bore with lots of oil, thus preventing seizure of the bucket with the resulting
bent valve/ damaged piston scenario which follows. I have personally seen two 500 heads with seized
buckets and it is very messy and expensive! And the bucket is a swine to remove afterwards. The valve
stem usually punches a hole through the bucket and into the cam lobe wrecking the cam as well. In my

next article I will show you how to fit an oil cooler to your machine, vital for a road-going Alpino or
Montjuic, not so vital for racing as the sustained high speeds involved keep engine temperatures down
to an acceptable level. It is an accepted fact that the oil gets far too hot. The factory eventually accepted
this and fitted a cooler to the Atlas.
To the best of my knowledge, I have the only road-going 500 in the World fitted with an oil cooler. It is a
quite straightforward job, not as complex as it might sound, and especially easy on a Mk II Montjuic.

17. MORE MONTY MODIFICATIONS,

from LVV 106

It is a widely recognised fault that the 500s run too hot, although they hold three litres of oil and the
standard pump has a fair delivery rate. The sump doesn't have enough surface area to disperse the heat
generated in the oil as it travels round the engine.
The only answer is to fit a decent oil cooler such as a 10-row full width Serck unit with 0.25" bore
spigots, with 0.375" bore Goodridge oil lines.
Fitting the cooler to a Mark 2 is very easy—it can be zipped to the fairing brackets through existing
mounting holes. It should, of course, be rubber mounted. Watch for clearance to the fork stanchions on
full lock.
Fitting the cooler to a Mark 1 or Alplno is a little more involved—you will need to rig a bracket from the
front down tubes in order to mount it securely. Again rubber mounting is essential.
The actual engine modifications required are quite simple, but must be done accurately.
You will need to split the cases and remove all the crankcase studs from the upper half. The cylinder
head studs can be left in for the job.
See the diagram for dimensions and positioning of the inlet and outlet points. The dimensions refer to
the early crankcases with a balancer shaft, not the ones with the extra clutch cover screws around the
balance shaft housing. The later casings are slightly different in this area so positioning of the holes will
need to be different.

The centre line of the lower drilling is 15mm. from the joint face, the upper 37mm.(i.e. 22mm. apart).
Positioning the holes 13mm in from the clutch cover joint face brings them into line with the vertical oil
passage. Before you can make the drillings, however, you must first have the area between the two
webs running from the front of the cases back to the bearing housing filled flush with alloy weld,
otherwise you will be drilling into fresh air.
Run a thread up the vertical oil drilling, stopping flush with the bottom edge of the upper drilling
(starting the thread from the joint face). Using an Allen-type grub screw coated with thread compound,
screw in tight, blocking the oilway 'between' the two new drillings. This will divert the oil into the oil
cooler line, returning after having passed through the cooler to continue on its way via the upper of the
two drillings.
The pipe studs need to project around 25mm. and have a lip on the end to prevent the pipes coming off
in the event of a clip working loose. Diameter of these stubs should be 9mm, by the thread where they
screw into the case three-eighths UNF approx. 0.5" long. Again use thread sealer when screwing them
Into the cases.
Two of the crankcase studs have to be shortened in order to clear the lower of the two drillings. These
are the 6mm. and 8mm. ones that lie directly below the lower drilling. They only require shortening by
about 3mm. Ensure when you screw them back in (thread sealer again) that they do not protrude into
the lower drilling.

I drilled my first set of cases using a Black&Decker—freehand! However, this is not the best way of doing
it. Employing the services of a local engineering workshop with a vertical milling machine would be ideal,
cost should be minimal.
A final mod would be to fit a 'high flow' oil pump assembly (Formula 500-type available as a genuine
factory part. The difference is that the gears are wider than standard), vital really as you will be pushing
the oil much higher and further through the cooler. Also, don't forget to fill the sump with slightly more
oil than normal to allow for the extra capacity of the new system. Using the Serck unit I have not found
it necessary to employ a thermostat in the system and would imagine that it would not be required with
any other unit.

18. TRIPLE FILTRATION,

from Dick Hutton/LVV 107

Over the past 10 years technology has leapt forward at an alarming rate. Car 'phones, faxes, hand-held
personal computers, the list is endless. The motor trade benefits greatly from this technological
advancement with routine service intervals growing longer with every new model. Just consider the
faithful Laverda service interval of 2,400 miles against the valve service of an FZR1000 EXUP at 28,000
miles !!
Engine oil technology also has come a long way. Take a look through any bike magazine, they are littered
with advertisements concerning new oils and their benefits. How does this affect the Laverda rider ?
Well, quite simply anyone who does a fair amount of miles on a Laverda must be fed up with the novelty
of the short 1,000-1,500 mile oil changes, as I have. Twice this year I have changed the oil on a Thursday
night, only to be confronted with the same task when returning home on the Sunday evening.
One answer is to buy several Laverda’s, as demonstrated by our Editor, or alternatively don't ride your
bike, as demonstrated by a fair proportion of the Membership! However, this problem can be overcome by a (pre-booked) visit to Calere Laverda. They have developed a special Laverda oil filtration
system which I had fitted to my RGS prior to departing for Italy.
Basically, this consists of a mounting bracket which fits just behind the oil cooler, an oil filter (chrome,
screw-on type) and several lengths of braided oil line. Costing is favourable, the whole set being around
£100, but then we did use my original braided oil lines so it may cost a little more than this. This cost
included all labour charges. The oil capacity is increased, so it is a case of filling with 3 litres of oil.
running the engine for a short period, then topping up to the upper level.
At the same time as fitting the filter kit I also changed over to using 'Amsoil' 20-50 racing spec, motor oil.
The combined use of this premium quality oil and the filter kit should allow for the oil change intervals
to be extended to 5,000 miles.
A few words of warning—don't be tempted to use inferior filters as the ones Steve fits are specifically
designed for the high volume/low pressure system used by Laverda’s.

19. TO FILTER OR NOT TO FILTER, a story that could strain the heart of any
Laverda from Nick Brewer/LVV 121
The modern screw-on canister style oil filter was not generally available when Laverda designed the
three cylinder 1000. It is now accepted that a proper oil filter is an important factor curbing wear and
tear inside any engine, especially one with a wet clutch.
Just why Laverda did not see fit to install an oil filter is not clear.
I suspect that it may be a combination of not having the components available, nowhere to put it or it
just would not look right, so they left it off.
This was not too bad a decision, after all, the triple and twin are basically reliable mechanically. This is
partly down to owners who religiously change the oil at 1000 or even 500 miles! At this mileage I doubt
if modern oils have even started to deteriorate but it is the owners unwittingly changing the suspended
muck in the oil which is doing the good (or less harm).
The standard oil strainer in the sump is only good for catching 'rocks* but cannot hope to strain out the
fine abrasive particles that accumulate in the oil over a period of time. How many fine radial scratches
have you seen on your cam bearings?
Putting a cartridge oil filter on a Laverda is not new. The 750 looks good with the filter in-line with the
dynamo. I know Steve Winterton has done several of these. The 750 is not an easy job to do as the oilways have to be welded and drilled for access. As the triple has a full-flow oil cooler, putting a filter inline should not be difficult, but where can it be fitted? I have seen photos of a Jota with a filter bolted to
the front of the frame facing forward. It no doubt did the job but would be exposed to stones and
vandalism, etc.. and it just plain spoiled the lines of the bike.

I was determined to fit a filter to my 3C but was also adamant that this non-standard extra would be
tucked out of sight. I concluded that two sites were viable for filter location.
My first thought was to locate the filter under the carburettors, attached to the inlet manifold by a
bracket. The main problem with this was the length of pipes required to reach from the front of the
engine and back again. I was also concerned with the pressure losses in the pipes.
The method eventually chosen was to place the filter assembly above the cam covers and below the
frame rails. It Is quite a tight fit (see photo).

This method only required a short extra hose and was plumbed with the filter upstream of the oil cooler,
the theory being that hot oil will pass through the filter easier than cool oil from the cooler. What about
pressure and now losses caused by the full now filter you might ask? The Laverda oil pump is a gear
type—this is a positive displacement pump, meaning that for every crankshaft rotation a fixed quantity
of oil will be pumped regardless of restriction in the system (within reason). So in theory, the standard
pump will be OK and in practice the pump will have a certain amount of leakage, more so if worn, and
even with low back-pressure filters there could be minimal reduction in oil flow. My 3C is fitted with a
larger capacity pump from a Corsa just as a precaution.
The filter cartridge itself is a Harley-Davidson screw-on canister type—apparently these are designed for
a low pressure gear-pumped system, exactly that of the Laverda. The filter body is a racing car type
remote that comes in several different designs. These can be obtained from Think Automotive in
Middlesex or Demon Tweeks in Wales.
I had to cut the body down to fit, then fabricate a stainless steel mounting bracket with the whole
assembly rubber mounted to the steering lock bracket. When fitted, the assembly is very neat and out
of sight under the tank.
Serviceability is affected as the filter canister has to be removed to get the cam cover off. The centre
spark plug cap had to be replaced with an angled version to clear the filter element. The main visible
effect of the filter is that the oil remains so clean for so long. I generally do long distance trips of 50
miles plus and change the oil at 3000 miles with the filter changed at 6000 miles, which happens to
coincide with when I check the valve shims. I generally use a high quality 15W50 oil which today is well
above the standard of oils around when the engine was designed.

I have had no problems since fitting the filter three years ago. My best advice is to fit a filter to a rebuilt
engine or a very healthy one. It won't bring back a knackered engine from the dead!
It has to be said that this oil filter is well tucked away and is not the easiest thing to photograph in-situ.
The oil filter is the black bit just to the right of the choke lever.

20. THE BENEFITS OF AN OIL FILTER TO THE LAVERDA TRIPLE, by Nick Brewer
nr.892/LVV l63
The triple's lubrication system is a fairly crude affair. Oil is sucked up to the gear pump and fed under
pressure via the oil cooler (except for very early models) and returned to the engine. The oil then enters
a system of galleries cut / cast into the underside of the barrels. Oil can then pass up the cylinder studs
to lubricate the camshaft bearings and camshafts / buckets; it returns to the sump via the cam chain
tunnel. The remainder of the oil under pressure is fed down two cores or drillings in the upper crankcase
where it exits via two slots just above the Nos. 2 and 3 main bearings. The oil then squirts out and is
generally thrown about by the crankshaft. This is how the whole bottom end of the engine is lubricated.
It is very crude but it works.
Back in the early 1990s, I was performing a rebuild on my 3C engine at 73,000 miles. One of the main
bearings had major spalling damage to the outer race and would have failed rapidly. I noticed that the
camshaft lobes also had a multitude of fine scratches, all indicative of oil-borne particulates.
The triple has no oil filter as such—the gauze in the sump would only catch 'rocks' and Is completely
useless in terms of an oil filter. What was needed was an automotive style screw-on full-flow oil filter,
but how to mount it?
At that time I was working in the race car transmission industry and managed to pick up a car remote oil
filter housing from a show. These have been developed when, for various reasons (normally fancy
exhaust systems etc.). the standard oil filter cannot be kept where it is.
So what type of filter to use? I suspect that all car and bike filters are basically the same, but could not
risk if they were not. The triple has a gear-type oil pump with a roller bearing crank, lubricating an aircooled engine. A Harley Davidson also has the same, and concluded that the oil molecules would
perform the same whether in a Harley or a Laverda.
I selected a standard Framm screw-on filter—the remote filter housing has a standard male thread to
accept the filter
Now the problem was where to site the unit. I had seen pictures in the past of a triple with similar set
up, but with the filter mounted on the front engine mount, facing forward. With respect to the owner of
that bike, I thought it ruined the aesthetics of the bike and was open to damage and vandalism.

I have seen some very neat systems on the twins with the same oil filter units sited on the axis of the
dynamo mounted to the front of the crankcases. However, I understand that you have to strip the
engine and drill, tap, and fit Triple-style' oil cooler fittings to the crankcase to feed the unit.
I decided to site the unit under the tank, rubber-mounted to a specially manufactured bracket attached
to the steering lock plate. The filter faces backwards just above and in parallel axis to the angle of the
top of the exhaust camshaft cover, i.e. slightly angled up. It is a tight fit and the screw on filter has to be
removed to take off the cam cover. I also had to move the oil cooler forward slightly to allow the oil pipe
access to the filter body.
Now for the Way /( Works
To avoid any misunderstanding, as was the case with a member following my 1994 article on the same
subject, I will explain very clearly.
The oil is sucked from the sump to the oil pump as standard. Pressured oil is then fed from the pump out
of the engine from the standard oil cooler fittings and up to the oil filter housing. The hot oil first passes
through the filter and loops via a short pipe into the oil cooler. The cleaned and cooled oil is then fed
back into the engine as standard.
The reason for sending the hot oil to the filter first is to minimise the back pressure created by the filter.
Hot oil has a lower viscosity than cold.
What does the oil filter back pressure do to the oil flow? The answer in theory is nothing. The gear pump
is a positive displacement device, meaning that for every rotation it will deliver a set amount of oil
regardless of back pressure. In reality, a worn pump will leak a bit more and therefore I replaced my 3Cs
oil pump with an RGS unit in good condition. The only effect on the system from the filter back pressure
would be that the oil pump takes a little more power from the engine. I considered this potential loss
insignificant.
The engine now benefits from having a continuous supply of clean oil to the bearings. Oil and filter
changes are now performed at 4,000 miles. Most Laverda owners change their oil at 1,000-1,500 miles.
This is mainly to get rid of the contaminants.
Just remember, as soon as your engine has had its oil change, it will, without a proper oil filter, start to
build up oil-suspended contaminants that are constantly passing through the bearings.
My 3C has now done 106,000 miles. The camshafts, inlet valves, guides, gearbox and clutch (not friction
plates) are still original. When I remove the cam cover, there is no fine scratching to be seen and the oil
stays clean for so much longer than It used to. The bike looks standard and it would take a keen, trained
eye to spot the black oil filter sited under the fuel tank.

21. JOTA 180° CLUTCHES,

by John Wilson

This is a modification that is easy to do, is inexpensive and transforms the bike. I use my bike for
commuting to work in North London and find the clutch a bit heavy in traffic. I had been told by another
Jota owner that the only thing you can do to improve the clutch action was to change the clutch to a
hydraulic operated one. The cost would be about £250 for all the parts that I would require. The clutch
would be just as heavy but at least there is no cable to break!

When I bought my 1980 Jota. the seller told me to buy some spare clutch cables and keep one on the
bike as a spare, for they will surely break. I ordered new clutch cables along with other spares over the
phone and rode down to see Phil Todd to pick them up. While I was at Phil's I asked him about clutches
and the modification he used to do in the 1970's on the racing bikes. Phil was kind enough to show me a
customer's racing SFC that had been modified with a longer clutch action. Phil does not make or sell the
parts but it's very easy to do it yourself.
The next weekend I rode down to Maidenhead to see my brother Andy, who is an engineering
toolmaker as well as a motorcycle trials rider. We took the right hand engine cover off and looked at the
clutch operating mechanism. He told me that the mechanical ratio of the operating arm was wrong and
all we needed to do was re-drill the pivot holes. He is most probably right, but 1 pointed out that I
needed to get back home that afternoon on the bike. 1 knew the other way of extending the clutch
cable arm by welding is a tried and tested way of reaching the same result. We then took out the arm by
unbolting the two 10mm bolts that hold the mechanism in place. The operating arm then has to be cut
through by hacksaw just below the nipple cutout. The arm then has to have a piece of steel added in the
middle so then the nipple cutout stands 1" to 1 1/4" above the top of the outer clutch arm cover. The
clutch cover will need to be neatly slotted on the top with a hacksaw for the clutch arm to poke through.
The piece of added steel in the middle of the clutch arm will need to be TIG or MIG welded as the
original arm is case hardened and the weld needs to be strong. A strip of approximately 2" x 1/8" steel

strip is then drilled to take the cable adjuster at one end and a fixing bolt at the other end. This Is
required to lift the cable outer and act as a cable adjuster and stop. A bolt with the same thread as the
cable adjuster is used to bolt the strip In place on the old clutch cable adjuster hole on the engine.

This work takes about two to three hours and costs about £10 for the welding. To this, add the cost of
one bolt and two nuts for the cable adjusters. The finished modification is a clutch that is light, easy to
use, does not break cables and does not slip. Those of you who do not want to slot the top of the clutch
arm cover, or who have hydraulic clutches, can reweld and re-drill the clutch arm pivot. If you do this
carefully this should achieve an improvement whilst keeping a standard external appearance.

22. MAINSHAFT OUTRIGGER BEARING MOD,

by Nicholas Brewer, nr.892

Whilst doing a primary chain change on my 3C last year. I noticed that the gearbox mainshaft was badly
worn where it runs in the chain case needle roller bearing.
This was a major headache as it would have involved removing and stripping the engine down, plus the
additional cost (over £90) for a new gearbox mainshaft. It was not until I had a look at the front, e.g.
crankshaft outrigger bearing, which has its own inner race that I realised all that I had to do was to put
one of these on.
This would mean using a larger bearing to get the inner race to push over the worn shaft—the surface
was only bad on the shaft whilst it was within diametrical tolerance. The main problem then was that
the new bearing would not fit in the chaincase. Fortunately, a trip to a friend's engineering firm, and for
a few pints my chaincase was bored out to accept the new bearing.

There seemed to be enough metal around to accept the larger bearing and the bike has now done 8,000
miles with this mod., which has the following advantages:1 / a larger bearing area.
2/ the bearing can be replaced without stripping the engine.
3/ a major saving to one's bank account.

23. REPLACEMENT OF PRIMARY COVER BEARINGS,

Kevin Savage, LOG USA

I was recently advised by fellow Lav triple owner, Jim Sheflo, that he'd heard chattering noises
emanating from my bike's primary drive. He suggested it may be caused by bad bearings in the primary
drive cover. Since Jim is experienced in such matters, being a factory-trained machine mechanic and a
Lav owner of seven years, I took heed and pulled the primary cover. I discovered that the inner sleeve of
the crankshaft-end bearing had walked off the crankshaft and was cutting deeply into the aluminum
primary cover. Judging by the galling on the crankshaft tip, the inner bearing sleeve was seizing in the
circular gash it had cut in the cover. The crankshaft then turned inside the sleeve.
Jim stated that the same problem was discovered in his triple at about 20,000 miles. I had only 9,000
miles on my bike. Both of our machines are 1979 models. Upon inspection, I concluded that the factory
had not properly secured this bearing sleeve during assembly. The factory intends securement by two
means. The bearing sleeve itself presents an interference fit to the crankshaft, i.e. the sleeve must be
heated to expand it enough to be tapped onto the crankshaft. Also, the crankshaft end-face is peened
with a centre-punch at three places to mushroom the metal and lock the sleeve on the crank. Both
securing methods failed.
To minimise the possibility of reoccurrence, I purchased a bearing of different manufacture—SKF brand
(original was by FAG). I smeared Loctite on the crankcase tip before tapping on the new sleeve. I then
re-peened the crankshaft end-face with a centre-punch and carpenter's hammer, applying sound raps to
ensure a substantial deformation of the crank metal. (Subsequent removal will necessitate a gear
puller). Replacement of the caged roller bearings in the cover is straightforward. I placed the new
bearing in the freezer for an hour. During that time, I heated the bearing pockets in the primary cover
with a propane torch. It takes a lot of heat to expand the aluminum sufficiently to pull out old bearings.
The factory's special removal tool works best, but any tool specific for pulling out bearing shells should
do. There should be NO need to tap in the new bearings. Once sufficient heat is applied to the bearing
pockets, the "frozen" bearings will literally fall in. Hold the new bearings in place by applying pressure
with a mallet handle. This ensures they are fully-seated as the aluminum cools and contracts around the
bearings. I replaced the clutch bearing also since I already had the primary cover off.
Bearings have industry-wide part numbers that are universal to identify a particular size/style of bearing.
The part numbers to use when ordering primary cover bearings are as follows:

Crankshaft Clutch
No. NK1 20/16 (all twins and 180° triples) No. NK22/16 (all twins and 180° triples)
The bearings you'll receive can come from any manufacturer. I prefer West German bearings. SKF. FAG
and Ina are three very respected suppliers.

24. TRIPLES PRIMARY CHAINS,

by Henry Morgan

I called on the German Laverda Importer, Moto Witt at Wesseling near Bonn about 5 years ago to buy
some bits and pieces. At that time there were interesting alternatives for primary chains for triples—
which was good news if like me you were doubtful about the retrospective mod of the single row Regina
chains in place of the original three row. This scepticism had some foundation in my mind, having seen
these single chains in various states of disintegration after only a few miles.
Mr. Witt explained how he would never fit the single row chains on the old triple setup found on my
180° Jota. He sold me a three row German-made chain which he explained was made to a certain limit
of tolerance able to accommodate the running conditions found on such machines. He explained this
chain was manufactured especially for this purpose. Interestingly enough he did not go on to say how
the affluent home market drove the standards of parts in which he dealt.
Turning the clock on a couple of years, I visited Mr. Witt again whilst on holiday and tried to buy another
primary chain from him. By 1998 things had changed quite a lot and his premises resembled a Harley
Boutique, although the Moto Laverda name was still proudly displayed outside. He informed me that
the chain I had previously purchased was now unobtainable and the manufacturers had ceased
production of that particular grade. What was more, the tooling had also been destroyed, so that was
the end of that. Mr. Witt explained that he now fitted single row Regina chains to my type of machine
and I reminded him of our previous conversation. He concluded the matter by saying it was
commonplace to renew all single row primary chains every 5,000 km without fail—exceed this advice at
your peril! This means a new set at every main oil filter removal and clean interval around the 3,000 mile
mark.

25. CHAIN TENSIONER AND CUSH DRIVE WEAR,

by Kevin Savage, LOG USA

Laverda engines utilise manually-adjusted tensioning blades, slippers and wheels (depending on the
model/year) for controlling chain snatch. The contact surfaces of these devices is of a moulded rubber
compound—this being bonded to a steel backing. This compound has a damping effect on chain
harmonics and, being softer than steel chain, is self-sacrificing. The rubber slowly wears down, thus
preserving the more expensive chain. Clutch cush drives are doughnut-shaped moulded rubber. These
drives differ from the aforementioned devices in that they not only dampen out shock but also help
transmit the engine's driving force from the primary drive to the transmission via the clutch.

When chain tensioners wear out they cause a high-pitched whirring-type whine. The noise is quite
audible and, to the unfamiliar ear, unsettling. On visual inspection, the rubber need not be cut clean
through by the chain for the tensioner to be worn out. Clutch cush drives give no such audible
indication. They can need replacement yet go unattended if the owner misdiagnoses the excess snatch
caused by worn cush drives as merely an out of adjustment primary or drive chain. In a worst case
scenario, the owner could overtighten the primary or drive chains in an attempt to remove the excess
snatch only to cause premature wear on the primary tensioner/chain and the sprockets/drive chain.
Two cam chain tensioning blades, on the left a new blade; on the right, a worn out blade. The grooves
are caused by rubber loss from the cam chain sliding against the surface. The ball point pen is pointing at
a chewed up centre guide. This damage caused a grinding, high-pitched whine indicating it was time for
replacement. Never over-tension the cam chain since this can cause the tensioner blade to snap—
dropping into the sump!

A worn (but not worn out) primary tensioner. Note the chewing in the wear grooves. I suspect that this
type of accelerated rubber loss is due to hardening of the rubber from it being "cooked" in hot engine
oil.

An overview of the primary drive assembly. On the left, the end of the crankshaft with its drive gear (the
driven gear for the oil pump can be seen below and behind the crankshaft drive). To the right, the outer
clutch housing. The eight black 'doughnuts' are the cush drives we are concerned with here. The wedgeshaped area in the centre of each are moulded locating pegs from the clutch hub or "basket" assembly.

Eight brand new clutch cush drives.
To check for wear, hold the clutch drum (centre) stationary with the right hand (area to be held
stationary appears as an 8-spoked wheel-like protrusion through the centre of the outer housing) and

grasping the outer clutch housing with the left hand attempt to rotate the outer housing without
moving the inner drum. If free play (movement) of the outer housing is detected, then the cush drive
rubbers should be replaced. NOTE : In order to perform this check as I have described you must remove
the primary cover and the stamped steel cover plate that sandwiches the cush drives into their
respective wells. Perform the check again after replacing the cush drives and you'll see how snug they
are!

26. Clutch Modification, through Oil flow

Redax

Following details a modification I do to every engine I rebuild. When you study the standard Laverda
Clutch basket you find that there can not be a huge amount of oil flow happening inside that Basket. I’d
noticed over time the amount of crud that had accumulated up inside the Clutch basket’s and always
wondered if this may be some of the sticky clutch plate problem we are all aware of.
Then while searching the net for some other Laverda related info I came across some internal photo’s of
Phil Todd’s race engine. This engine showed that Phil had extensively machined and drilled every part of
the Clutch Hub, Pressure Plate, etc. Looking at the Clutch Hub I realized that here was a great way to
have oil flow through the Clutch so that the plates would be constantly flushed with oil when the Clutch
was dis-engaged.

So we drill 12 x 13mm Holes around the outside of the Clutch Hub, not had a sticky clutch plate since but
that may be down to the Kevlar lined Clutch Plates that we are running.

27. Change Cush Drive Clutch rubbers

Jean-Louis

Photo’s show a 750 engine but triples are the same construction.
These Cush Drive silent blocks loose their elasticity with age and become very hard making the primary
drive very noisy. Problem is that they are inside the clutch drum and this one is riveted which is how they
came from the factory standard. Way forward is to drill the rivets, tap the hole (6 X 1.0mm) and fit bolts
instead of the rivets.
First thing is to drill the rivets, use a punch to clear the holes and push the rivets out. Tap carefully as the
clutch drum can crack.

Use a centre punch to make a centered dimple and then using a small drill to start with, 2.5-3.0mm, drill
through the rivet. Once drilled through, open it up to 4.5mm to relieve the pressure caused by the swelled
rivet. Once drilled you can tap the remaining part of the rivet through the clutch hub with a pin punch.

Steel retaining plate can now be removed and you will see where the silent blocks are located.

Note how these old silentblocks have suffered. The play on the left is about 1.5 mm, largely sufficient to
make the transmission very noisy.

Now we tap the hole at 6 X 100 (7 X 100 on some triples as the holes are a bit larger)

We have just to put new silentblocks and the new screws with some Loctite for safety. No washers as the
heads of the screws may touch the inside of the primary cover.

